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1. [Adventure - India] Campbell, Donald
A Narrative of the Extraordinary Adventures, and Sufferings by Shipwreck &
Imprisonment, of Donald Campbell, Esq. of Barbreck. With the Singular Humors
of His Tartar Guide, Hassan Artaz. Comprising the Occurrences of Four Years, and
Five Days, in an Overland Journey to India. In a Series of Letters to His Son.
New York: L. Nichols & Co. for Evert Dyuckinck, Bookseller, 1801. Third American
edition. 359 pp. 12mo. in 6s. Original full leather. A narrative of travel in epistolary
form, consisting of numerous letters written by the author to his son. Includes
voyages by land across Europe, across the Mediterranean, and through the Middle
East to India. Evans 35265.
Fair. Bottom third of last text page and first three leaves of appendix torn out, boards rubbed with some loss
from corners, joints weak, top half of front free endpaper removed.
$125
2. [Aviation] Barber, H.; Kilner, W.G. (Foreword)
Aerobatics
Robert M. McBride & Company, New York, 1927. 3rd printing. xii, 78 pp. Includes 29
diagrams by Geoffrey Watson illustrating various maneuvers. Originally published
in 1918, and revised in 1927 with a new foreword by the Major of the U.S. Air Corps,
which states that it “should prove especially valuable to students and instructors of
flying, particularly as it is fully illustrated with many excellent drawings showing
clearly and in consecutive detail each of the different evolutions of aerobatics.”
Glossary of technical terms follows text.
Good. No jacket. Boards and top edge of a few pages lightly stained, a few pages slightly
wrinkled, ink stamp on front endpaper. Related article laid in: The Young Aviator by John
M. Sherer, Flying Officer RCAF, dated 12/28/40 in pencil.
$25

3. [Aviation] Jenkins, Dennis R.
X-15: Extending the Frontiers of Flight
NASA, 2007. First edition. A history of the design and achievements
of the high-speed, 1950s-era X-15 airplane is presented. The following chapters are
included: A New Science; A Hypersonic Research Airplane; Conflict and Innovation;
The Million-Horsepower Engine; High Range and Dry Lakes; Preparations; The Flight
Program; and the Research Program. Selected biographies, flight logs and physical
characteristics of the X-15 Airplane are included in the appendices.
Near fine. Includes original jacket and CD. An exceptional copy.
$60

4. [Bible Study] Challoner, Rev. Dr. [Richard]; Rawson, A.L.
The Holy Bible, Translated from the Latin Vulgate... [Catholic Douay-Rheims
Pulpit Bible]
New York: Thomas Kelly, 1877. 90, [16], [80], 8, 909, 32, 258, [4] pp. Original brown
debossed leather, gilt titles & elaborate decorations, all edges gilt, metal clasps.
Numerous engravings throughout, as well as several color plates.
The Douay-Rheims version of the Holy Bible, translated from the Latin Vulgate.
Includes annotations by Rev. Dr. Richard Challoner, a leading figure of English
Catholicism who became famous for the Biblical revisions he published during
the 1730s-1750s. Also included: A Catholic Dictionary of the Holy Bible from the
Bible Dictionary and Bible of the Ven. Dom Augustine Calmet; Geography of the
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Douay Bible; Portraits of Supreme Pontiffs and American Archbishops and Bishops; Theological History in
Miniature; Gallery of Scriptural Illustrations; The Tabernacle with Its Furniture and Court... by A.L. Rawson;
An Historical and Chronological Index to the Old Testament; Family Register; Pictures of Scenes and Events
Described by the Holy Evangelists; A Table of All the Epistles and Gospels...; A Table of References; Historical
and Chronological Index to the New Testament; Family Portrait section.
Very good. Front & end matter lightly foxed, a few entries in the Family Register section, spine faded &
rubbed but with no damage to joints as one often sees.
$475
5. [Biology] Darwin, Erasmus
Zoonomia; or the Laws of Organic Life. in Three Parts., Complete
in Two Volumes - Part I. Containing the Immediate Causes of
Animal Motions, Deduced from Their More Simple or Frequent
Appearances in Health; and Applied to Explain Their More
Intricate or Uncommon Occurrences in Diseases.; Part III.
Containing the Articles of the Materia Medica, with an Account of
the Operation of Medicines.; Part II. Containing a Catalogue of
Diseases, Distributed into Natural Classes, According to Their
Proximate Causes, with Their Subsequent Orders, Genera, and Species, and with Their Method of Cure.
Boston: Thomas & Andrews, 1809. Third American edition. xxix, 466, 94; xi, 524 pp. 8vo. Original full leather,
red leather spine labels, gilt titles & rules. Parts I & III contained in volume 1, Part II in volume 2. Includes
prefaces to original edition, preface to the third London edition, and introduction to the original American
edition.
Garrison-Morton 105: “Grandfather of Charles Darwin and Francis Galton, Erasmus Darwin provided in
Zoonomia, his major work in medicine and natural science, the first consistent all-embracing hypothesis of
evolution. Nevertheless, his grandson, Charles, said Erasmus’s theory had no effect on his On the origin of
species.”
Good. Lacks plates, though there is no evidence of removal - possible they were not inserted by the binder
(‘Directions to the Binder’ regarding placement precede text). Boards rubbed, shallow chip from vol. 1 spine
base, lightly foxed throughout, expected transfer, ink number on verso of vol. 1 title page, ink name on front
flyleaf of vol. 2.
$475

6. [Biology] Morgan, Thomas Hunt
The Physical Basis of Heredity (Monographs on Experimental Biology)
J.B. Lippincott Company, Philadelphia, 1919. First edition. 305 pp. 8vo. A work on the
physiological aspects of heredity by the evolutionary biologist who won the Nobel
Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1933. His discoveries helped clarify the role
chromosomes play in heredity, which laid the groundwork for the modern study of
genetics. Massive bibliography and index follow text.
Near fine. No jacket. Page ridges faintly foxed, small
bookseller plate (Brentano’s) on rear endpaper.
$45

7. [Buddhism] Coomaraswamy, Ananda
Buddha and the Gospel of Buddhism
New York: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1916. First edition. viii, 369, [1] pp. 8vo. Color
frontispiece of the Buddha, seven color plates by Nanda Lal Bose and Abanindro Nath
Tagore, 34 black & white plates from photographs. An overview of the basic tenets from
which Buddhism originated, together with an explanation of modern Buddhist practices
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(vedanta, samkhya, yoga, brahmanism), a history of Mahayana Buddhism, and a section on Buddhist
literature and art. Bibliography, glossary, and index follow text.
Very good. No jacket. Spine toned, owner bookplate on front endpaper. Errata slip bound in at title page.
$60

8. [Fiction - Lost World] Wheatley, Dennis
They Found Atlantis: A Novel
Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott Company, 1936. First American edition. 325 pp. 8vo. Novel
of a voyage by bathysphere to the ruins of the lost city of Atlantis. Includes a map of
Atlantis on the endpapers, and a dedication to William Beebe, which incorrectly names
him as the inventor of the bathysphere (Beebe was among the first passengers, but it
was designed and built by Otis Barton).
Very good. Includes original jacket. Jacket edges rubbed, ink name & date on half-title
page.

$150
9. [Horticultural] Williams, Charles
The Vegetable World.
Boston: James B. Dow, 1833. First American edition. 260 pp. Original green cloth,
brown leather spine label, gilt titles & double rule. Engraved frontispiece pictures fruit,
flowers, trees, forests, ferns, and grain, list of other works by Williams follows text. A
work aimed at juvenile readers, explaining the virtues and uses of various plants in
dialogue form.
Good. Boards a bit rubbed, more so along corners, spine sunned, front hinge loosening
- could use some repair.
$35
10. [Juvenile] Rowling, J. K.
Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince (Year 6 at Hogwarts)
Scholastic Inc. / R.R. Donnelley, 2005. First thus. x, 652 pp. Deluxe edition with
new jacket art, issued in slipcase with new art. Color frontispiece, Illustration
Showcase follows text. Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince takes up the story
of Harry Potter’s sixth year at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry at this
point in the midst of the storm of this battle of good and evil.
Very good. Includes original jacket and publisher’s slipcase. Top corner of slipcase bumped causing closed
tear, a few light spots on page ridges.
$40
11. [Literature] Oliver, Isabella
Poems, on Various Subjects.
Carlisle: From the Press of A. Loudon, 1805. First edition. ix, 218 pp., including list of
subscribers following text. 12mo. Original full sheep.
A collection of verse by the female poet of Cumberland Valley, Pennsylvania, including
commemorative poems marking the deaths of Alexander Hamilton, Charles Nisbet (of
Dickinson College), George Washington, as well as W. (William) McCormick, who at
one point was the poet’s neighbor (source: The McCormick Family Papers).
The editor includes a footnote to this poem stating “[McCormick’s death] happened
on the 13th June, 1805, and, the third day after, this piece was handed, to have a place
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in this collection. An evidence with what facility the authoress clothed her excellent sentiments in a poetic
dress.”
Good. Endpapers absent, last two leaves of subscriber list removed, front joint cracked, boards rubbed with
some leather loss along edges, owner bookplate (W.T. Bair, No. 119, Date Ap. 1882) on front paste-down,
paste-downs stained.
$75
12. [Literature] Petronius, Caius; Wilde, Oscar (Translator)
Satyricon of Petronius Arbiter
New York: Privately Printed, 1930. Limited edition, one of 1200 copies (colophon
unnumbered). 236 pp. 8vo. Original black cloth, gilt titles. Issued in black jacket
with red stamped titles, in black publisher’s slipcase with orange suede label,
black titles. A limited edition of 1200 copies, privately printed. Translation
attributed to Oscar Wilde.
One of only two extant Roman novels (the other being Lucius Apuleius’s Metamorphoses). Controversial
for its depiction of a man’s homosexual relationship with a sixteen year old boy, but also a valuable primary
source detailing working class life in the Roman Empire.
Very good. Includes original jacket (good) and scarce slipcase (good). Jacket edges rubbed with 1 inch chip
from spine head, minor loss from spine base and top corner. Slipcase corners rubbed, splitting along top
seam.
$50
13. [Literature] Shakspeare, William (Shakespeare, William)
The Complete Dramatic and Poetical Works of William Shakspeare. Carefully
Printed from the Text of the Latest Corrected Editions. To Which is Annexed a
Graphic Life of the Poet, and an Alphabetical Index to the Characters of the Plays,
Giving Who They Are and the Play Where They Appear; Together with a Glossarial
Index of Obsolete Words and Words Varying from Their Modern Signification.
Philadelphia: William T. Amies / George R. Fagan, 1878. New and enlarged edition.
Original green cloth, gilt titles, gilt image of Shakespeare on spine, gilt globe motif (to
represent the Globe Theater) on front board with the partial quotation “All the World’s
a Stage.”
Two column format with decorative borders, includes thirty full-page engravings. Includes William
Shakespeare’s complete poems and plays, along with a biographical sketch, index to characters, and glossary.
Good. Edges rubbed with minor loss from spine head, binding repaired.
$40
14. [Literature] Sinclair, Upton
Oil! A Novel
Albert & Charles Boni, New York, 1927. 5th printing. iv, 527 pp. 8vo. The novel that
inspired the film There Will Be Blood starring Daniel Day Lewis, by the author of The
Jungle.
Near fine. Lacks jacket. Minor wear to corners, a couple tiny faint spots on page ridge.
$95
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15. [Medical Bibliography] Holloway, Lisabeth M.; Feind, Ernest N.; Holloway,
George N.
Medical Obituaries: American Physicians’ Biographical Notices in Selected
Medical Journals Before 1907
Garland Publishing, Inc., New York, 1981. First edition. xiv, 513 pp.
A collection of references to obituaries appearing in medical journals, produced as a
response to the difficulty of obtaining such information from a centralized work, as
the AMA directories only began to appear in 1906. The author notes: “These persons
[were] mostly men, some women, and 23 individuals known or presumed to be
black...” An important reference work for the researcher interested in information on the career of a particular
physician. Garrison-Morton 6742.9. Near fine. No jacket. An exceptional copy.
$275
16. [Medical] Albee, Fred H.
Bone-Graft Surgery
W.B. Saunders Company, 1915. First edition. 417 pp., 16-page terminal publisher
catalog listing many other medical publications. 8vo. Includes 332 illustrations, 3 in
color. Name and subject index follows text.
A foundational work establishing a new frontier in orthopedic surgery. Albee first
performed a bone graft procedure in 1906, and adapted the procedure to spinal fusion
in 1911. He also invented the Albee Bone Mill, which made possible the treatment of
tuberculosis and other bone ailments. His techniques often helped surgeons avoid amputation of limbs
during treatment of wounded soldiers in World War I. He spearheaded the opening of the first purely
orthopedic hospital in the United States in 1917, and personally performed over half the bone grafts done
during World War I. Garrison-Morton 5757: “Albee as the first to employ living bone grafts as internal splints.
He used cutting machines and saws to make inlaid, perfectly-fitting grafts.”
No jacket. Faint stain to top edge of front board, top margin (1/8 inch) of first section of pages, and top ridge
of remaining pages.
$70

17. [Medical] Atkinson, William B.
A Biographical Dictionary of Contemporary American Physicians and Surgeons.
Philadelphia: D.G. Brinton, 1880. Second edition, enlarged and revised. 747, [2], 18, [1]
pp. 16-page terminal publisher catalog bound in. Originally published in 1878, revised
and enlarged in 1880. A compilation of short biographical sketches of numerous
physicians and surgeons of the 19th century, with indexes by name and locality.
Garrison-Morton 6715.1. Rather scarce - original printings seem to be held in
institutional collections; we found no copies in the trade, and no auction records.
Very good. No jacket. Rebound in library cloth by University Bindery of St. Louis,
with new end sheets. Light stain on title page.
$150
18. [Medical] Coxe, John Redman
The American Dispensatory, Containing the Natural, Chemical, Pharmaceutical,
and Medical History of the Different Substances Employed in Medicine; together
with The Operations of Pharmacy; Illustrated and Explained, According to the
Principles of Modern Chemistry: to which are added, Toxicological and Other
Tables; the Prescriptions for Patent Medicines, and Various Miscellaneous
Preparations.
Philadelphia: Carey & Lea, 1830. Eighth edition, improved and greatly enlarged.
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iv, 808 pp. Bound in following text is 12-page publisher’s catalog. Includes extensive index in Latin and
English. Original full leather, leather spine label, gilt titles & rules. Includes two plates, one labeled Ipomoea
Jalapa vel Macrorhiza. Written by the first physician in Philadelphia to practise vaccination - he was
instrumental in defeating the prejudice against it (Garrison-Morton p. 841).
Good. Boards rubbed, leather spine label mostly lost, some pages foxed.
$90
19. [Medical] De Lint, J.G.; Singer, Charles (Foreword)
Atlas of the History of Medicine I. Anatomy
Paul B. Hoeber, Inc., New York, 1931. 96 pp. Folio. Original maroon cloth, gilt titles,
blind-stamped double border.
A series of figures illustrating the history of anatomy, including 199 engraved
illustrations. Divided into several chapters: From the Earliest Times to Vesalius;
Andreas Vesalius; From Vesalius to the Beginning of the Eighteenth Century;
Anatomy in the Eighteenth Century; Anatomy in the First Half of the Nineteenth
Century; The Widening of the Field of Discovery. Not in Garrison-Morton.
Very good. No jacket. Spine & edges lightly faded, owner bookplate and ink stamp of R. [Russell] Plato
Schwartz on front endpaper - Schwartz was Assistant Professor of Orthopedic Surgery at the University of
Rochester School of Medicine & Dentistry, and helped form the Myodynamics Laboratory which studied
human locomotion.
$125

20. [Medical] Duncan, Andrew; Dyckman, Jacob
The Edinburgh New Dispensatory: Containing I. The Elements of
Pharmaceutical Chemistry. II. The Materia Medica; or the Natural, Pharmaceutical
and Medical History, of the Substances Employed in Medicine. III. The
Pharmaceutical Preparations and Compositions. Including Translations of the
Edinburgh Pharmacopoeia, Published in 1805, of the Dublin Pharmacopoeia, in
1807, and of the London Pharmacopoeia, in 1815. Illustrated and Explained in the
Language, and According to the Principles, of Modern Chemistry. With Numerous
Tables; and Plates of Pharmaceutical Apparatus. From the Eighth and Last
Edinburgh Edition. With Large Additions, Relating Principally to the Vegetable
Productions of the United States.

New York: James Eastburn and Co., 1818. First American edition, from the eighth and final Edinburgh
edition. xvi, 798 pp. 8vo. Original full leather, red leather spine label, gilt titles & rules, five raised spine
bands. Includes five plates illustrating pharmaceutical apparatus.
An enlarged edition of the popular Scottish work of pharmaceutical chemistry, with
additions made by Jacob Dyckman, M.D. for reasons explained by the editor in the preface:
“In Great Britain, it continues to be a standard Work. In consequence, however, of the plan
adopted by Dr. Duncan, of confining his Dispensatory to the articles contained in the British
Pharmacopoeias, he has been obliged to omit, or has barely mentioned, many substances
which have acquired reputations in other countries, as well as some that are fashionable
among British practitioners, but not yet sanctioned by any of their Colleges... Among the
plants of this country, are many, which, though new or imperfectly known to the physicians
of Europe, have ample claims to a place in the Materia Medica.” Not in Garrison-Morton.
Very good. Spotting on front board, edges rubbed, endpapers foxed, pages lightly foxed throughout.
$120
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21. [Medical] Duncan, Louis C.
Medical Men in the American Revolution, 1775-1783. (The Army Medical Bulletin
Number 25)
The Medical Field Service School, Carlisle Barracks, PA, 1931. First edition - a
paperback original. [iv], 414 pp. Cloth spine, printed wrappers. Illustrated plates
throughout, including maps and portraits. A collection of accounts drawn from
contemporary letters and official documents, comprising a history of medical personnel
during the American Revolution. Equally useful as a resource for medical history, as
well as a document of American history. Not in Garrison-Morton.
Very good. The personal copy of R. Plato Schwartz, M.D., Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery at the University
of Rochester School of Medicine and Dentistry - his bookplate inside front wrapper. Edges lightly rubbed with
faint creases to wrapper corners.
$45
22. [Medical] Elyot, Thomas [Knyght, Thomas Eliot]
The Castel of Helth (Scholars’ Facsimiles & Reprints)
Scholars’ Facsimiles & Reprints, New York, S.D. 94 ff. 8vo. Facsimile reprint of 1541
augmented edition, from the copy owned by Dr. A.S.W. Rosenbach. A popular treatise
on medicine, intended to place a scientific knowledge of the art within the reach of
those unacquainted with Greek. This work, though scoffed at by the faculty, was
appreciated by the general public, and speedily went through seventeen editions.
Very good. No jacket. Front & end matter lightly foxed.
$110
23. [Medical] Fergusson, William; Norris, George W.
A System of Practical Surgery: Second American Edition, with Two Hundred and
Fifty-Two Illustrations from Drawings by Bagg, Engraved by Gilbert, with Notes
and Additional Illustrations
Philadelphia: Lea and Blanchard, 1845. Second American edition. xvi, 639 pp. 32-page
publisher’s catalog bound in following text. Original full leather, black leather spine
label, gilt titles & rules.
An important nineteenth century work on surgical procedures, illustrated with almost
300 detailed wood-cut illustrations by Bagg, Gilbert, and George W. Norris, including
anatomical drawings, drawings of wounds, and illustrations of medical instruments
and procedures. Garrison-Morton 5596: “Fergusson was the founder of conservative
surgery. He was the surgeon of the Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh, before being appointed to the chair of
surgery at King’s College Hospital, London, a position to which he was succeeded by Lister.”
Very good. Boards lightly rubbed, ink name (C. Patterson) on front endpaper, bottom corner of one section of
pages dog-eared.
$75
24. [Medical] Fuchs, Ernest; Duane, A. [Alexander] (Translator)
Text-Book of Ophthalmology
New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1892. 1892 first American edition, translated
from the second (enlarged and improved) German edition. xiii, 788 pp. 8vo. 12-page
terminal publisher ad. Appendix showing numerous medical instruments, and
extensive index, follow text. Black & white illustrations and diagrams throughout.
Alexander Duane’s English translation of Fuch’s 1889 work Lehrbuch der
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Augenheilkunde - Garrison-Morton 5935: “Fuch’s textbook was an outstanding contribution to the literature,
and was translated into many languages. The last English edition appeared in 1933.” Divided into four
sections: Examination of the Eye; Diseases of the Eye; Anomalies of Refraction and Accommodation;
Operations.
Very good. Bookplate from Dr. Frank Barber gifting this copy to Rochester Academy of Medicine on front
paste-down, with their minor ownership marks, ink name (Thos. Parsons) on front free endpaper. Spine toned
with minor restoration to head, boards a bit rubbed, ink number on spine.
$150
25. [Medical] Leonardo, Richard A. [Anthony]; Greenhill, J.P.; Robinson, Victor
History of Gynecology: Gynecology from Ancient Egypt to Modern Times
Froben Press, New York, 1944. First edition. xx, 434 pp., 25 plates follow text,
including images of instruments used by gynecologists in ancient Pompeii. 8vo. A
medical history of gynecology from its beginnings in Ancient Egypt, by the author of
American Surgeon Abroad. Dedicated to the Rochester General Hospital, where
Leonardo served his internship, and where his wife received her training as a nurse.
Garrison-Morton 6306.
Very good in good jacket. Faint cup ring stain on front board, jacket toned & lightly
foxed, with tape repairs to corners on along edges on reverse.
$150

26. [Medical] Mullett, Charles F. (Editor)
The Letters of Dr. George Cheyne to the Countess of Huntingdon (Huntington
Library Publications)
Huntington Library, San Marino, 1940. First edition. xxiv, 64 pp. Correspondence
between Dr. George Cheyne and the Countess of Huntingdon. Cheyne was among the
early advocates of exercise as a means of promoting health, and was also a sufferer and
early advocate of treatment for hypochondria, once called ‘Cheyne’s disease’. Of note is
the fact that Dr. Samuel Johnson twice recommended one of Cheyne’s works (‘The
English Malady...’) to Boswell. Not in Garrison-Morton, though several other of
Cheyne’s works are.
Fine in near fine jacket. Tiny nick on top edge of jacket, otherwise an exceptional copy.
$40

27. [Medical] The Committee of Ohio State University College of Medicine; Upham,
John H.J. (Introduction)
The Ohio State University College of Medicine: A Collection of Source Materials
Covering a Century of Medical Progress, 1834-1934
The Brown Publishing Company, Blanchester, 1934. First edition. xvii, 572 pp. 8vo. The
first volume in A History of the College of Medicine of the Ohio State University,
which the preface describes as ‘essentially documentary’, and consists of collected
historical documents pertaining to the Willoughby Medical College’s history and
faculty. List of medical schools in the United States founded before Willoughby
precedes text.
“The village of Chagrin, founded in 1798, changed its name in 1834 to honor Dr. Westel Willoughby, a pioneer
medical educator. That same year, the Willoughby University of Lake Erie was chartered, and the Willoughby
Medical College opened its doors, signaling the beginning of medical education in northern Ohio. The
Medical College trained 160 doctors, educated in contemporary methods of medicine, anatomy, chemistry,
and surgery. Financial struggles and public outcry against grave-robbing -- which supplied cadavers for
anatomy classes -- hampered the college’s development. The movement of faculty to Cleveland and the
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transfer of the state charter to Columbus hastened the demise of the Medical College in 1847, and laid the
foundation for the establishment of the medical schools of Case Western and Ohio State universities.” - Ohio
Historical Society
Very good. No jacket. Hinges weakening, corners rubbed.
$75

28. [Medical] Thompson, C.J.S. [Charles John Samuel]
The Mystic Mandrake
Rider & Co., London, 1934. First edition. 253 pp. 8vo. Original green cloth, gilt titles
& rules. Plates and black & white illustrations throughout. Not in Garrison-Morton,
though four other works by Thompson are. An extensive history of the use of
Mandragora or Mandrake for medical purposes, from the time of the Bible through the
time of publication. Also includes accounts of mystical and magical properties
attributed to the plant, and ceremonies, rituals associated with it, and its use in drama,
poetry, and fictional narratives.
Very good. Lacks jacket. Front hinge just starting, owner bookplate on front endpaper.

$95
29. [Medical] Wilder, Alexander
History of Medicine. A Brief Outline of Medical History and Sects of Physicians,
from the Earliest Historic Period; with an Extended Account of the New Schools of
the Healing Art in the Nineteenth Century, and Especially a History of the
American Eclectic Practice of Medicine, Never Before Published.
New Sharon: New England Eclectic Publishing Co., 1901. First edition. xxix, 946 pp.
8vo. Extensive index (60 pages) follows text. A survey of medicine from ancient
times to the time of publication, with particular focus on the nineteenth century.
Chapters include: Archaic Medicine; Medicine in Ancient Historic Periods; Medicine
in the Middle Ages; Medicine in Renascence; Medicine in the 17th Century; Medicine in the 18th Century;
Former Years of the 19th Century; The 19th Century Continued; Evolution of the American Practice of
Medicine; The Great Conflict for Medical Freedom; Medical Colleges and Organizations; Medical Colleges
and Controversies; Important Events in the Eclectic School; Eclectic Medical Colleges and Medical Societies;
Botanic and Eclectic Medicine in England; Publications of the American Reformers in Medicine; Later
Developments in Surgery and Medicine. Not in Garrison-Morton.
Very good. No jacket. Spine slightly faded, boards lightly soiled, ink gift note and book binder’s stamp on
front endpaper, front & end matter and page ridges lightly foxed.
$110
30. [Military] Hammond, John Martin
Quaint and Historic Forts of North America
J.B. Lippincott Company, Philadelphia, 1915. First edition. xiii, [2], 308, [1] pp. 8vo.
Original red cloth, gilt titles. Includes 71 plates from photographs and engravings.
A history of the fortifications constructed during the struggle to colonize North America,
beginning in the mid-18th century when conflict between Britain and France led to the
clash of their colonial interests.
Very good. No jacket. Boards lightly soiled, two light creases on front free
endpaper, front hinge just starting, small bookseller plate on rear endpaper.
$25
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31. [Military] Manley, Henry S.
The Treaty of Fort Stanwix, 1784: Being the First Attempt to Collect from the Sources
the Facts Leading up to and Covering the Peace Negotiated by the Congress of the
United States and the Six Nations Indians After Britain Acknowledged the Freedom
of Her Colonies
Rome Sentinel Company, 1932. First paperback printing. 126 pp. Printed wrappers. An
account drawn from original sources of the treaty with the Six Nations tribes following
the colonies’ achievement of independence from Great Britain. Footnotes throughout,
index follows text.
Very good. Minor wear to corners, tiny spot to spine head.
$75
32. [Military] Pulver, Murray S.; Parker, Ken (Editor)
The Longest Year: The Memoirs of Capt. Murray S. Pulver
Pine Hill Press, Freeman, 1986. First edition. vi, 138 pp. 8vo. A military memoir by a
member of the New York State National Guard, who was stationed in defensive
positions in the Pacific Theater along with the New York 27th Division and, after a
period training as an officer at Fort Benning, Georgia, deployed to fight on the European
front. This book depicts that ‘longest year’ in Europe, with the 120th Infantry Regiment
of the 30th Division (Old Hickory) from June 1944 - May 1945. Two maps precede text,
black & white photographs in text.
Very good in good jacket. Page ridges & endpapers lightly foxed, jacket foxed, ink name on front endpaper.
$40

33. [Mystery] Taylor, Phoebe Atwood (Tilton, Alice)
The Hollow Chest: A Leonidas Witherall Mystery
W.W. Norton & Company Inc., New York, 1970. Reissue of 1941 edition, circa 1970.
Full number line on copyright page - perhaps a first printing of the reissue. 284 pp. 8vo.
Orange cloth, black titles. An installment in Taylor’s lighthearted Leonidas Witherall
mystery series, originally published pseudonymously under the name Alice Tilton.
Very good. Includes original jacket. Jacket edges rubbed, jacket lightly stained on
reverse, bottom corner of front jacket flap clipped.

$75
34. [Native American] Taylor, H.J.
The Last Survivor
San Francisco: Johnck & Seeger, 1932. First thus. [iv], 20 pp. Photographic frontispiece
of Maria Lebrado, the last surviving Native American born in Yosemite. Another photo
of her follows text, along with a photo of baskets and beaded pieces of Yosemite design.
Reprinted from two issues of the University of California Chronicle.
Very good. No jacket. Two tiny spots on front board, otherwise an exceptional copy.
$35
35. [Signed] James, P.D.
The Children of Men: Signed Review Copy
Alfred A. Knopf, New York, 1993. First American edition. 241 pp. 8vo.
A dystopian novel by the author of the Adam Dalgliesh detective series. Originally published in England in
1992, it takes its premise from a scientific report released a few years prior, envisioning a world in which
humans have lost the ability to reproduce due to mass infertility. Those born before the crisis are called
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‘Omegas’, and live under despotic rule, with forms of government regimentation
similar to those described by Orwell and Huxley. It was adapted loosely to a film
starring Julianne Moore and Clive Owen in 2006.
Near fine. Includes original jacket. Signed by author without inscription on front
flyleaf. Review copy with slip laid in. Top page ridge very faintly foxed, otherwise
an exceptional copy.
$75
36. [Signed] Marie, Grand Duchess of Russia; Lord, Russell (Translator)
Education of a Princess: A Memoir
New York: The Viking Press, 1931. 4th printing. Lacks jacket. xii, 388 pp. 8vo.
Original black cloth, gilt titles. Plates throughout, as well as a fold-out genealogy of the
Romanovs. An autobiography by the Grand Duchess Maria Pavlovna of Russia, who
generally went by Marie (the French version of her name). She describes her life during
times of political strife in her country, which led to the exile of a number of family
members, and ultimately herself as well when the Bolsheviks seized power.
Good. Signed by Grand Duchess Marie in purple ink, without inscription, on half-title
page, with name & address of previous in black ink in top corner. Hinges weakening,
edges rubbed, loss of gilt from spine & front board.
$90
37. [Signed] Newberry, Thomas
The Englishman’s Bible: Combining the ‘English-Hebrew
Bible’ and the ‘English-Greek Testament.’ Designed to Put the Reader in Possession
of Some of the Precision, Beauties, and Hidden Treasures in the Hebrew and Greek
Originals of the Sacred Scriptures; and to Keep Them Before the Eye of the Biblical
Student.
University Press, Oxford / Horace Hart, S.D. xxvi, 666, [2]; xxiii, 244, [1] pp. 12
color plates comprising a ‘scripture atlas’ follow text, with four-page index.
Bonded leather, gilt titles, all edges gilt, blind-stamped rule.
Newberry’s classic translations from the original Hebrew and Greek versions of
the Old and New Testaments (now more commonly known as the Newberry Study
Bible), with references in margins throughout. The original publication was an interlinear version with notes
regarding grammar and syntax in Hebrew and Greek - this edition does not include the Hebrew and Greek
texts, but includes notes referencing them in the margins. Newberry was respected for his objectivity as a
Biblical scholar:
”Newberry had no axe to grind. He was a careful and completely unpretentious student of Hebrew and Greek
texts, whose one aim was to make the fruit of his study available as far as possible to Bible students whose
only language was English. His procedure tended to make the Biblical text self-explanatory as far as possible;
he had no thought of imposing on it an interpretive scheme of his own.” - F.F. Bruce
Good. Inscribed & signed by author (“John Lew Clark Thomas Newberry “Law” March 10, 1890. I Peter V.
10.11.”) on front flyleaf, with two other verses referenced in top corner. Edges rubbed, front free endpaper
removed, edges of endpapers and flyleaves rubbed, extensive ink marks in text.
$250
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38. [Spiritualism] Owen, Robert Dale
Footfalls on the Boundary of Another World. With Narrative Illustrations.
Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott Company, 1869. Reprint. 528 pp. 8vo. Original cloth, gilt
titles & rules, blind-stamped triple border.
The first of two works of spiritualism and the occult by the son of Utopian Socialist
Robert Marcus Owen, originally published in 1859. It discusses apparitions and other
supernatural phenomena from an intellectual standpoint. The son continued to fight
for the political beliefs of the father, serving in the United States Congress, the
Ordnance Commission, and the Freedmen’s Bureau. He was responsible for much of
the content that ended up in the final draft of the Fourteenth Amendment.
Very good. Former library copy, only a few marks. No jacket. Spine faded. Advertisement for Lippincott’s
magazines laid in.
$100
39. [Theatre] Gilbert, W.S.
Original Plays
The Modern Library, New York, 1936. First American edition. 366 pp. 8vo. Original
maroon cloth, gilt titles & rules. W.S. Gilbert was a dramatist and poet, most wellknown as the associate of Arthur Sullivan, with whom he wrote fourteen comic
operas, including The Pirates of Penzance, The Mikado, and H.M.S. Pinafore. John
Northern Hilliard was a journalist who reported on the Chicago World’s Fair, Sitting
Bull’s surrender, and the Johnson County War. He also toured with the famous
magician Howard Thurston, who published Hilliard’s book Great Magic after
Hilliard’s death.
Very good. The personal copy of Rochester, NY drama critic John Northern Hilliard, with his bookplate on
front endpaper and name in ink on title page. Corners rubbed, boards lightly rubbed, minor discoloration to
spine base, small Rochester bookseller plate on rear endpaper.
$60
40. [Yale] Wright, Henry P.
History of the Class of 1868, Yale College, 1864-1914
New Haven: The Tuttle, Morehouse & Taylor Press, 1914. First edition. iv, 382 pp. 8vo.
Original navy blue cloth, beveled board edges, gilt titles. Photographs throughout.
A collection of biographical sketches of students at Yale College from 1864-1868,
covering the fifty year period from their first day on campus to the time of publication.
Rather scarce: none in the trade, 16 copies found in OCLC, no auction records.
Near fine. No jacket. An exceptional copy.
$150
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